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Repression

“If currency in a bank is worth less than
currency in your hands … that could produce something in the way of behaviour …
It’s a different world. If you have lots of
money in Euros, as we do … you’re better
off putting it under your mattress than in a
bank.”
Warren Buffett

After saving the world from a depression in 2008-09 with rounds of interest
rate cuts and quantitative easing, the
worlds’ central bankers have been pushing theoretical concepts even further with negative rates.
What should investors think of negative
interest rate policies (NIRP)?
The most disturbing aspect of NIRP is
the uncertainty of its effects. Will
negative rates produce the intended
result or could it actually make the
global economy worse? We just don't
know. Market history tends to repeat
itself; however, there is no history for
negative rates.
There is a history of financial repression. It is a deliberate policy of transferring wealth from savers (you) to
debtors (primarily governments). NIRP
is the latest iteration of financial repression and is intended to improve
near-term growth by encouraging consumption and borrowing and by discouraging saving. Money becomes a
wasting asset, earning less every day it
sits in your bank. Why save today if
your money will purchase less tomorrow?1

Thanks to the Brexit Leave vote (the
British referendum on membership in
the European Union) earlier this
month, there was a rush into the perceived safety of government bonds.
Consequently, there is now $11.7
trillion of sovereign debt with negative yields up from $8 trillion in April
according to the credit ratings firm,
Fitch Ratings. Far from talking about
American rate increases in March,
Fed funds futures are now pricing in
a 17% chance of a rate cut in September. The Bank of England has
promised a rate cut this summer,
adding to the downward pressure on
the pound.
Currencies act as an economic shock
-absorber. Currency devaluation
strikes no fear in a chronic deflationary world where almost every major
country is trying to push down its
currency to break out of the trap, and
largely failing to do so. Since Brexit,
sterling has slumped about 9%
against the US dollar, which should
be a stimulus for the British economy. On the continent, inflation expectations are in free-fall and bond
yields are collapsing below zero.
While the European Central Bank is
running out of options, the US dollar
goes from strength to strength much to the horror of the Federal
Reserve.2
This begs the question: If this overwhelming level of stimulus fails to
work, what do the central banks of
the world do next? Is there a game
plan?3
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In the meantime, extraordinary monetary policies have obliterated the price
discovery mechanism. Where do investors turn to achieve their required
long-term returns?
One option for the relatively immediate future is likely to be US government bonds. It’s probable America
will continue to be viewed as a safe
haven. With yields on European and
Japanese government bonds going
deeper into negative territory, the
miserly 1.50% rate on the 10-year
bond, should fall further, elevating
bond prices. Beyond the immediate
future, however, government bonds
appear to be frothily priced.
What of the stock market?
Quoting Warren Buffett, interest
rates “act on financial valuations the
way gravity acts on matter: The
higher the rate, the greater the downward pull. That's because the rates of
return that investors need from any
kind of investment are directly tied
to the risk-free rate that they can earn
from government securities. So if the
government rate rises, the prices of
all other investments must adjust
downward, to a level that brings their
expected rates of return into line.
Conversely, if government interest
rates fall, the move pushes the prices
of all other investments upward.”
And upward stock prices have
moved! By several measures, today’s
stock market is prohibitively expen-
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sive. To take one measure, the nonfinancial equities market cap versus
nominal GDP, stocks are historically
expensive. From these lofty levels,
prospective returns for the next dozen
years might be in the area of 2%, according to the economist John Hussman. (See chart).
The flow of money desperately searching for yield has resulted in the prices
of dividend paying stocks soaring.
Higher prices have created little new
investment by these companies or real
increases in the value of their underlying businesses. NIRP has not increased
the amount of research and development or the number of projects that
create jobs. There has been little in the
way of any capital spending anywhere
this cycle, thereby impairing future
productivity growth. Instead cheap
money has simply encouraged many
companies to buy back their own
stock.

If this cycle is going to be known for
anything, it is going to be for the failure of our central bankers - and elected
officials - to have dealt effectively with
the extreme levels of global debt, a
legacy of the financial crisis.
Central bankers seem to be undertaking policy initiatives that they have no
idea how to extricate themselves from.
The fact the Federal Reserve swung so
quickly in the past month, from being
willing to hike rates to a dovish stance
now, goes to show that, even at the
highest level of central banking, confusion reigns supreme. We are stuck in a
powerful state where the costs of
changing the current course of ineffective monetary policies are so exorbitant
that central bankers have no alternative
but to continue with them.4
Likewise investors may have continue
piling into stocks because of NIRP.
They have a lack of viable options to
generate acceptable returns - but must

ignore the risks associated with their
efforts. Negative rates are an existential challenge for pension funds and
insurance companies because they
have future obligations to meet.
Perhaps investors should look beyond
a traditional stock/bond asset allocation to one exposed to alternative investments - such as gold. Gold, a zero
yielding asset, has been one of the
best performing assets these days. It is
a hybrid between a currency and a
commodity that the central bankers of
the world love to hate because they
cannot print more. As Jim Grant, of
Grant’s Interest Rate Observer, has
said, “The price of gold is a reciprocal
of the world's faith in central bankers."
Central bankers’ constant interference
can only be negative for the market’s
long term health.
Thanks to negative interest rates, we
suspect investors will have to be prepared to save more, reduce their expenses, and/or work longer. Retirees
dependant on their portfolios to supplement their income may have to
reduce their living expenses or find
outside revenue sources.
In this era of financial repression, investors will certainly have to curtail
their return expectations.
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